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Soru Kitapçığı ve
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1. Today virtually all country and suburban

3.---- the average education level of the women

weeklies and small dailies are produced by

in the United States is higher than that of their

offset lithography, a procedure ---- photographs

male counterparts, they are highly concentrated

can be reproduced inexpensively.

in underpaid and menial jobs.

A) why

A) Although

B) that

B) Now that

C) which

C) Until

D) whether

D) As if

E) by which

E) In case

2. Every Turkish citizen over the age of 25 is

4. Citizens of countries that are members of the

eligible to be a deputy in Parliament ---- he or

EU, as well as citizens from the US, Canada,

she has completed primary education and has

Australia and New Zealand, do not need a visa

not been convicted of a serious crime.

to visit Germany ---- their stay does not exceed

A) with the idea that

three months.

B) from the point of view that

A) whereas

C) despite the fact that

B) as if

D) by the fact that

C) so long as

E) on condition that

D) whether
E) so that
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5. The most rewarding aspect of taking

7. Ear disorders prevent you from detecting

photographs is to be able to immortalize on your

certain sounds from your environment ----

film people’s hearts, smiles, and soul ---- you can

affecting your sense of balance.

always feel like you are a part of their world.

A) as well as

A) while

B) as if

B) as though

C) much as

C) so that

D) with regard to

D) whereas

E) due to

E) whenever
8.---- the substance causing the allergy has been
6.---- numerous reformist policies that have

identified, avoiding it and applying some simple

helped to improve the economic conditions in

treatments will be enough to overcome skin

the country, the standard of living for the poor

reactions such as itching and scaling.

has improved very little.

A) As if

A) Despite

B) While

B) Instead of

C) Even though

C) In connection with

D) Whether

D) According to

E) Once

E) As regards
9. Management must learn to determine market
conditions in the countries ---- it is doing
business.
A) where
B) what
C) as for
D) of which
E) so that
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10. Many teenagers suffer from acne, which is

13. In Scandinavia, wildlife in many rivers has

triggered by hormonal changes at puberty, ---- it

been destroyed---- the devastating power of acid

usually clears up as they reach their 20s.

rain.

A) thereby

A) in spite of

B) but

B) because of

C) if

C) as opposed to

D) because

D) in terms of

E) once

E) as regards

11. Much of the immune system’s machinery is

14.------- science fiction shows and movies like

geared towards killing or eliminating invading

Star Trek and Star Wars make space travel look

microbes ---- they have been recognized.

very easy, the reality is quite different.

A) once

A) Although

B) although

B) Because

C) even if

C) When

D) in case

D) Unless

E) whereby

E) Since

12.---- Charles Dickens himself had a very hard
childhood, he found it possible to write novels
which contain humour and have happy endings.
A) If
B) Before
C) When
D) Although
E) Unless
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15. Air pollution often travels to areas that do

17. There are viruses that are unfamiliar to our

not produce significant amounts of pollution

immune system, which means that ------ our

themselves; -------,monitoring air pollution has

natural defenses ------ existing vaccines can

become a major problem for

protect us against them.

many authorities.

A) if / then

A) just as

B) as / well

B) for example

C) rather / than

C) however

D) neither / nor

D) therefore

E) such / that

E) in contrast
18. Chemistry seeks to explain ------ the
16. Plant proteins are beneficial ----- they are

structures of atoms------ how these structures

rich in dietary fibre and contain no cholesterol.

are transformed in chemical reactions.

A) similarly

A) rather / than

B) despite

B) neither / or

C) because

C) but / also

D) just as

D) both / and

E) although

E) such / that
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19. Noise pollution from survey ships is a big
threat for dolphins ------they are considered one

Cevap Anahtarı

of the most acoustically sensitive animals on

1 E

Earth.

2 E

A) so that

3 A

Açıklamalı çözüm videosu için
kodu tarayınız.

4 C

B) whereas

5 C

C) such

6 A

D) just as

7 A

E) since

8 E
9 A

20. A new theory claims that the cosmos is full of

10 B

unseen particle families ------ do not interact

11 A

with each other.
A) whose

12 D
13 B
14 A

B) in which

15 D

C) where

16 C

D) when

17 D

E) that

18 D
19 E
20 E
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